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Editorial:

Ex1)lanation
of GA-TA
State111ent

been winding through the elaborate
UNM structure, struggling toward the
light of day and final ratification.
Recently, this document, the TA-GA
Rights and Responsibilities
Statement, has been receiving
considerable attention because it is on
the verge of consideration by the
voting faculty and especially because
it raises some big issues.
Since two of its provisions would
make substantial changes in the role
of assistants at UNM, these deserve
exposure and justification.
The first provision is the right of
appeal by an assistant to the
Academic Freedom and Tenure
Committee (AFTC), when a violation
of academic freedom is alleged.
Clearly, any instructor'sright to guide
his class through fruitful discussions
and into confrontations with relevant
though controversial materials is of
con cern to all the University
community, particularly to the
regular faculty. As Prof. Leo
Kanowitz insists: "attempts to
interfere with what teaching assistants
(teach) in the classroom (strikes) at
"It is essential that anyone ask to
teach here have the AFTC as
insurance that liberal education can
prevail over Goodthink."

(Note: The Lobo has asked Bill
Pickens, president of the Graduate
Student Association (GSA) to Wlite
an editorial explaining the need for
the passage of the teaching assistant
(TA), graduate assistant (GA) Rights
and Responsibilities Statement. We
asked Pickens, rather than a member
of The Lobo staff, to write the
editorial because he has been deeply
involved in the arrangements to bring
the statement before the proper
bodies. The Lobo urges the faculty to
pass the Rights and Responsibilities
Statement, with as much weight as it
cuxrently canies-Sarah Laidlaw.)
For the last six months a rather
brief, inconspicuous document has

the foundations of academic
freedom."
For years, our faculty has fought to
establish the authority of the AFTC.
It is undoubtedly the most respected
defender of enlightened education at
UNM against internal and external
foes. It is essential that anyone asked
to teach here have the AFTC as
insurance that liberal education can
prevail over Good think.
The statement also provides that
assistants shall be part-time faculty
members. How can this be justified in
light of the fact that assistants are also
students who are being "trained" for
professorship? The justifieation lies in
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Opinion:

Rep1tblican
Three-Way
Split at Top

It's been almost two weeks now
since Middle America thwarted
President Nixon by electing a more
Democratic Congress than he faced
during the last two years. But instead
of collecting the pieces and trying to
muster a 1972 comeback, the
Republican party will probably see a
three-way split at the top.
California Gov. Ronald Reagan, it
has been reported, will "absolutely"
challenge Nixon for the 1972
nomination. According to the
October issue of the Atlantic
Monthly, Strom Thurmond, of all
people, "is now officially believed" to

have saved Nixon from Reagan in
1968.
Nelson Rockefeller, governor (not
proprietor) of New York, will
probably be luring the moderates and
liberals of both parties in '72 as he did
last week. There's a little bit of
pragmatism in every politician, and
Rockie's no exception. He definitely
shouldn't be disregarded as another
Nixon inter-party rival.
Hints of a Nixon counter-plan
recently have shown the possibility of
dumping Agnew. But we must
remember the controversy in 1956
over the "Nixon fund." Although the
then-vice president seemed to have
exonerated himself with the famous
nationally-televised "Checkers
speech," Eisenhower still took the
gamble of relieving bad political
overtones when he kept Nixon as his
running mate. Nixon will neverforget
this bit of benevolence on his behalf
and he probably won't send Agnew
back to political obscurity until he,
himself, is out of office.
Nevertheless, we'll have three men
vying for the presidential nomination
in a party which is presently in a
shambles. Not discounting a third
party comeback by George Wallace,
one of the President's political
advisers said he expects "the 1972
campaign would be like the one in
1968."
One thing is for sure, the
Democrats won't return to Chicago
and the Republicans know to stay
away from San Jose.
Dave Brands

the real way that assistants are being assistants some special category. This,
used. Their assignments currently indeed, might meet their problems 99
relieve faculty of many of their percent of the time, but we have all
11ormal duties in teaching, grading and seen that when the crunch comes at
research. In many cases, assistants UNM, such as the 1969 "Love Lust
perform the same functions of faculty Poem" controversy, you had better be
with little supervision. Yet their pay under the wing of some powerful
and academic rights are a far cry from group or you will get crunched. I
those of other instructors. As a result, doubt that a euphemistic category
assistants are frequently demoralized, could improve the attitude and
are rarely consulted on curriculum or professional pride among assistants to
policy matters, and are virtually the extent that a place in the faculty
unprotected against unfair practices. hierarchy could. Further, such an
In short, the University makes a improved status could begin to make
good deal of money by using graduate UNM competitive with other schools
assistants as faculty (ask Prof. in soliciting and holding assistants
Thorson of English) without (ask Vice President George Springer
providing them with the tools, how competitive we are now).
Perhaps I have been overly frank,
motivation or minimal privileges
which are granted to the most but UNM and the people of New
recently arrived assistant professor. Mexico are going to have to make
Not only is this unfair to the graduate some difficult decisions about higher
students, but I firmly believe that it education during the next few years.
often results in a watered-down Part-time faculty membership for
education for undergraduates. An assistants will undoubtedly cost more
improvement in the position of money and require more effort to
assistants will also result in better in tergrate them into the faculty
education at these lower levels.
structure. I have come to the
There are substantial advantages conclusion that if we are to have first
and few real harms in granting this rate education we shall all have to set
status to assistants. I hasten to point up our priorities first, then co-operate
out that assistants would not be equal
with those who preside over their " ...a great university is always willing
studies (the regular faculty) but to experiment with new ways of
would be granted only the academic approaching old problems ... "
rights which are necessary to carry out
educational assignments, such as
faculty parking and library privileges. to the greatest possible extent in
The possibilities of creating a reaching them. By adopting the
review board with substantial powers statement on assistants, we stand a
to hear non-academic freedom good chance of improving
grievances would be enhanced since undergraduate education and also the
the faculty usually looks after its own experience of graduate students
and solves internal disputes quickly. I through such a status. To the
belie:ve that administrators would be objection that such a thing "just isn't
impelled to create machinery for the done" for graduate students, I say
expression of the assistants' opinions that a great university is always willing
and to fight more vigorously for to experiment with new ways of
increases in their stipends and other approaching old problems if there is a
benefits.
good chanee for success. UNM has an
Some people argue that these opportunity to perform such an
advantages could be established experiment.
without the term "faculty" by giving
Bill Pickens

Letters:
Younger Generation
To the Editor:
I've always thought that the
younger generation had the right
answers: the willingness to reassess
everything on the basis of new
inf~rmation, lack of predeveloped
notiOns, etc ... However, this
morning I saw two kids
approximately 20-years old (each)
who, clearly, ride a truck around and
listen to a radio program at the same
time every day- I'm not so sure about
my previous feelings about the
younger generation.
F.D.Baca
University's Problems
To the Editor:
James Reston's excellent column
of Nov. 8 concerning the national
elections is applicable not only to the
nation as a whole but to the state of
New Mexico as well. Reston indicated
that there was no mandate in the
election "except maybe to cut out the
nonsense." Candidates ranging from
the conservatives to the celebrated

''radical liberals" were all given a
chance to exercise what Reston
designates as old fashioned common
sense to solve the nation's ills. These
problems cannot be solved in an
atmosphere of vindictiveness or
witch-hunting.
These observations are as valid for
UNM as they are nationally. Everyone
realizes that UNM faces tremendous
problems. However, it should be
obvious to everyone that these
problems are greater than "dirty
poems" or obscenity in college
newspapers. A certain minority in the
state of New Mexico (Legislative
Universities Study Committee)
believes otherwise. Now it is time for
this minority to realize that the
vidictive approach has been
repudiated by the voters of New
Mexico. The former resident
Torquemada, George Koran, suffered
defeat in the primary. Both our new
governor (Bruce King) and his
defeated opponent (Pete Domenici)
called for an end of the L USC.
The vindictive political approach
has been repudiated both locally and
nationally. Therefore, the days of the
hat in hand pilgrimages to Santa Fe
should be at an end. Now the
students, faculty and administration
should forcefully present the
legitimate demands of UNM with
groveling to the discredited LUSC.
The problems facing the University
are great. They cannot be solved
except through constructive effort.
Robert U. Anderson
Harry M. Stevens
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Sam Scarber, behind the
blocking of Mike Carpenter
(82) and Todd Klein (54),
grinds out the yardage
against BYU to lead the
Lo bos to a 51-8 victory over
the Cougars. Scm·ber's I 02
yards in 21 can·ies gives him
894 total rushing yards .and
sets a UNM individual
one-season rushing record.
The victory brings the Lobos'
WAC record to 5-0 and fles
them with ASU for the WAC
lead. Next Saturday night the
Lobos play ASU in Tempe
for the WAC crown.
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Criticize Delegation of Authority, Faculty Unwieldiness
UNM's Regents have been
advised to withdraw delegated
authority from students and
faculty in the first report of the
Legislative Universities Study
Committee.
The Committee condemned the
Regents for "having abdicated
their responsibility" by having
"unwisely delegated authority and
responsibility to the faculty and
to the students rather than to the
president of the University."
The Committee recommended
that authority be delegated only
to the president, and that he
should have the ultimate
decision-making power on faculty
and student proposals.
''Decisions or policies
determined in faculty meetings
should be submitted to the
president for approval or
disapproval. If disapproved, the
president should give his reasons

{:{

to the faculty governmental
body," the report said.
UNM President Ferrel Heady
condemned the proposed
re-delegation of powers, saying
'• the Committee failed to
recognize the appropriate role
that faculty and students should
have in governance of the
University."
Heady defended student and
faculty involvement with the
decision-making process only "in
areas of their responsibility and
competence." The Presidtmt said
"the Committee recommendation
of an authoritarian line·staff
administration in the corporate or
military manner is not in accord
with good modern educational
practice."
The report attacked faculty
organization as being "unwieldy,
impractical and lending itself to
the domination of faculty

meetings by a minority of the
faculty members."
Criticizing outspoken faculty
members, the report said the
'• most vociferous minority
members are fairly new to
campus, have little or no
background in New Mexico, and
have developed undue influence
on the total program."
The report, however, applauded
the emergence of two campus
organizations, Young Americans
for Freedom (YAF), and Students
for Responsible Action (SRA) as
"a hopeful sign."
In his statement Ferrel Heady
condemned the tone of the report
saying, "There is little room to
doubt that the Committee really
accepts the concept of the
University as a free forum for
ideas of all ldnds. The University
should give equal opportunity for
the expression of a full range of

·t:<

Students Call Report 'Absurd'
UNM student government
leaders called for the immediate
aboli~hment of the University
Study Committee, terming it a
"sensational witch-hunt."
ASUNM President Eric Nelson,
GSA President William Pickpns
and their respective vice
presidents, Frank Lihn and Duke
Duquette also termed the
Committee's report issued
Saturday "absurd" and
"destructive."
"!<'or the morale of students
and educators, the University
Study Committee should be
abolished imm1YdiateJy," the
student body leaders stated.
The' joint statement interprets
the committee report as
recommending that students
should be "passive paWns to be
manipulatl•d by the school's
administration and Regents."
'rhis is sayin1~ that a "dictatorial
syst1!m can somehow produce
d etnor.ratic citizens. The UNM
administration and Regents must
allow student participation in the
decision·making process because
this is the only way in which we
can patticipatc in a responsible,
democratic process at UNM ... ,"
the statement said. The
Committee report calls for the
University President to be the
ultimate decision-maker with veto
power.

Monday, November 16, 1970

The student government leaders
asserted the Committee report
calls for "abolishment of judicial
due process'' at the UnivNsity.
, "Freedom of the press is
likewise laughed at by the
Committee. Tlw ~tudents own
The Lobo and elect
representatives who select the
Publications Board ... " Tht:>
Committee has termed Lobo
content "questionable".
The statement says the
''grossest fault." of the report is its
attempt to set llp a "completely
static" university.
"One of the strengths of our
society has been its ability to
adapt to change. Students and
their interl'sts have changed over
the I ast several years and
Universities are recognizing this .
Students wa!1t a part in shaping
their lives and education because
I earning comes through
involvement and dialogue, not just
through lectures.
"As · students we resent being
called 'silent' because this
indicates that we are eithel' timid
or stupid. The Committee's
suggestions would make students
both."
The report, while commending
such groups as Students for
Responsible Action and Young
Americans fol' Freedom for
enlisting "silent majority"

support, condemns the Free
University for its "anyone may
participate" policy.
The student govemment report
then goes on to state, " ... this
Report (Committee) advocates
changes which would destroy our
education and turn students into
sterile products of a long assembly
line. The $50,000 given to this
Committee last year has been
wasted, Those New Mexicans who
predicted that its investigation
would become a sensational
witch-hunt were proven correct."

points of view, and should neither
reward'"nor,:,punish expression of
them," he said; · ·
The Legislative committee
issuing the report was established
in 1969 as a result of the
"Love-Lust Poem" controversy
and was continued for 16 months
more in its present form by the
last session of the legislature.
The committee urged a direct
policy on campus disorders,
favored immediate action by the
campus security police, and
recommended the chief of campus
security "be permitted to use his
own judgment, and, in cases of
emergency, report directly to the
president."
Other recommendations
included a hard line admissions
policy, barrmg students suspended
from any other college or
university from matriculating at
UNM, and "vigorous disciplinary
action against any person
responsible for damaging
University property." The report
favored filing criminal complaints
with the appropriate authority.
Recommendations included the
establishment of a faculty senate,
an examination of faculty
contracts, and a clear deliniation
of the conditions under which a
faculty member may be fired.
Included also was a
recommendation for a "firm
policy" regarding salaries and
promotions.
Criticism was also leveled at
The Lobo. "The campus
newspaper, The Lobo, continues
to print questionable material,"
the report said. "The members on
the Student Publications Board
apparently believe the editorial
staff should exercise no

responsible restrain whatsoever
over the content of The Lobo."
Generally the report
condemned the "atmosphere of
permissiveness" concerning
student life, and the
administration of the university as
being "inadequate."
"Testimony indicated that the
president's position fro~ a
standpoint of organizational and
administrative ability and personal
strength, is weak. The philosophy
concerning student life is so
permissive that the Committee
feels it will lead to activities
detrimental to the University's
a endemic and student life
programs."
Questioned by the group was
the advisability of allowing the
Free University use of campus "
facilities. The Committee charged
that "University officials have no
control over this program; no
tuition reverts to university
accounts, and anyone may
participate."
The Committee appears to be
against any future recognition of
the Free University as an official
arm ofUNM.
In rehauling the structure of
the faculty government, the
Committee proposed a reversal in
attitude of the faculy's "acting as
a whole to the faculty's acting
through representatives."
Provisions were also made for
the periodic reviews of the
administ~ation
of each
department chairman by a review
board chaired by the academic
vice president. "The department
chairman should attend the
hearing, at which time an
evaluation should be made of the
(pleas!' tum to page 2)

Two Shot Near Union Friday Night
Two men were listed in serious
condition Sunday a ftemoon
following a shooting which
reportedly took place after a
dance Friday night at the Union.
Charlie Soto, 19, and Richard
Lucero, 18, were the victims. Dr.
A. A. Chester, attending
physician, reported early Saturday
morning that Soto, a former UNM
student, was shot in the chest and
a bullet was lodged above the left
side of his pelvis. Lucero was shot
in the neck and although the
bullet has since been recovered,
tho caliber was not reported. Both
men enterep Presbyterian Hospital
at about 1 a.m. Saturday.
Another tnan, Pete McBride,

17, reported the shooting to UNM
and city police. He said the
shooting occurred at about 12:15
a.m. but gave three different
versions as to exactly where at the
Union the shooting took place. He
first said it happened at a west
entrance of the building and then
reported it happening in the west
parking lot. Finally, he said he
and the two victims were shot at
"about six times" when they wereentering a car in the west lot, with
a couple of girls. McBride said a
car containing six people drove by
and fired the shots but he was
unable to describe the car.
UNM police officer J. Winn and

city officers S. Hatty and S. Miller
found no evidence of a shooting
at any of the places McBride
reported.
Another conflicting l"eport
came from Jasmin Malouff of 207
Gallup SW, who said her son
Mike, 20, and a friend were
chased to her home by five
people. She said these five and at
least one or two others opened
fire at her house at about 12:45
a.m. Again police reported no
evidence of a shooting around the
Malouff residence but did find 13
shotgun and .22 caliber shells near
the area.
Police speculated the incidents
were part of a long-standing feud.

Marshall U. Football Team Killed
Chartered Plane Crashes Killing 75 Persons
HUNTINGTON, W.Va. (UPI)Federal officials said it would
John Reed, chairman of the
The charred bodies of 75 persons, be "about a month" before they
36 of them Marshall University could determine the cause of the National Transportation Safety
football players, were taken mysterious crash, the nation's Board, headed the team of
investigators who came to the
Sunday from the scattered worst this year and the second in
scene. He said hi~; men were
·wreckage of a chartered DC-9 six weeks involving a college
divided into eight teams, all with
jetliner that crashed just short of football team.
different
assignments. They will
landing in what Federal officials
The sky was overcast with light
described as "one of the greatest rain, smoke and fog-what pilots tell the investigators the air speed,
tragedies in aviation history."
called a "ragged ceiling"-but the altitude and general operation of
A 3 5-man team of Federal control tower said there was "no the plane before the crash. "There
investigators recovered an in-flight indication of trouble" as the plane was some damage to it, but we
recorder and a badly-damaged headed for a landing. It crashed expect a read out," Reed said,
tape of the cockpit conversation one and one-half miles short of
He said the cockpit recorder,
from the twin-jet Southern the runway,
bent and twisted but still
Airways plane, which skimmed
A steady drizzle continued as functioning, would provide "the
across two small hills and fell into state police, firemen and National last 30 minutes of conversation
a deep, foggy Appalachian valley Guardsmen worked for about 12 between the plane pilot and
Sl)-t\Jrday night just short of the hours combing through the co-pilot."
Tri-State Airport. The plane wreckage, which was scattered
The plane was at the outer
exploded and burned for nearly about 200 feet in every direction. markers of the airport's radar
five hours, "lighting up the sky," Trees were chopped down in the screen when it crashed, Reed said.
witnesses said.
densely-wooded valley to allow The pilot r~ported no
C h a r t e red b y M a r s h all fire trucks and recovery vehicles malfunction, but witnesses in the
University, the plane was ending a into the crash site.
area said the craft appeared to be
40-minute flight from Kinston,
in
trouble immediately before the
The bodies, all of them burned
N.C., carrying 36 football players, beyond recognition, were placed fiery crash.
five coaches, one team trainer, in plastic bags and taken to a
Reed, who called the crash
and members of a "booster club" temporary morgue set up in a "one of the greatest tragedies in
including one newly-elected state National Guard armory at the aviation history," said he
Pensive
legislator and six physicians. All Tri-State Airport. An FBI disaster expressed the sorrows of the
perished, along with four identification team was called to Federal government and President
crewmen and a baggage handler. help identify the bodies, a job Nixon. "We will do our utmost to
The team had played East which "at a minimum would take find out actually what happened,"
Carolina earlier in the day, losing three to four days with good he said.
17-14.
luck," State Police Capt. J. D.
Removal
Baisden said.
Baisden said 15 of the bodies
HOLLOGENES-AUXCAMPUS [AUNDRY
were identified tentatively from PIERRES, BELGIUM (UPI)-M.
and CLEANING
personal effects such as rings.
Bastin has called in police to save
Coin·op Dry-Cleaning
The crash site was dotted with the tail of the last of his 13
and laundry
blackened, contorted figures when racehorses still in possession of it.
Union Director Ron Baum
the
recovery team arrived, The
Tails of the 12 other horses and bowed to "student response and
Counselor Always on Duty
cockpit of the plane was tossed, that of a pony were clipped in the wishes of the Union Board" at
2106 Central S.E.
247-0836
nose down, behind the twisted successive raids by unknown Friday's board meeting and agreed
persons.
fl!;selaJ:(e.
to play KUNM in the Union
cafeteria and lounge areas rather
than another 1·adio station.
Baum's decision came after the
Union Board voted Baum alone
should decide what to do about
KUNM since he was the person
responsible for taking KUNM out
We have a new shipment of the Colour
of the Union several weeks ago
"for
a trial period to test student
Library of Art series. $2.98 Each. Including:
reaction."

Israel Seeks Agreement Says Shashar ...

.......,

....

Photo by Sue Maior

Union Director Ron Baum
(right) and his assistant Betty
Scales listened to heated debate
during Friday's Union Board
meeting concerning checking ID 's
in the Union and security police
patrolling the building on regular
beats.

Union Director Relents;
Agrees to Play KUNM

BOOK SALE
JADE

TITIAN

KLEE

~~~

Student reaction came in the
form of petitions with over 200
signatures ·protesting substitution
of a local station for KUNM on
the Union public address system.
Baum also admitted he personally
received "more complaints against
KUNM not being on than being

ISLAMIC ART

JAPANESE ART
KANDINSKY

AFRICAN ART

In other action, amid applause
from the packed and vocal gallery,
the board voted eight to three to
revoke two 1969 board decisions
giving Union staff members
authority to conduct spot ID
checks in the Union and to take
action toward "those individuals
whose dress or behavior may,
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RENOIR

DELACROIX

RUBENS

DURER

SOUTINE

EGYPTIAN ART

TOULOUSE
LAUTREC

El GRECO

VAN GOGH

GAUGUIN

VALASQUEZ
WATTEAU

on."

GOYA

Committee ...
(continued from page 1)
department's strengths and
weaknesses, problem areas and the
services of the faculty members."
Procedure for faculty selection
was outlined in the report. "The
department chairman should
initiate efforts to attract quality
faculty when vacancies exist,
However, all academic officers,
the college deans, the graduate
dean and the academic vice
president, should evaluate the
prospective staff members
proposed by the department
chairman. Any of the academic
officers should have the authority
to reject the recommendation of
the department chairman if, in his
opinion, the individual proposed
should not be added to the staff."

INDIAN ART

I>i(J0 Gift
Plus thousands of other beautiful
new bargain books
and paperbacks!
Do your Christmas shopping early!

Quivira Bookshop

DANVILLE, ILL,
(UPI)-Somebody left a pig's head
with an apple stuffed in the
mouth on the doorstep of the
police station recently.
Police, perplexed, put it in the
station's refrigerator. Later, a
caller telephoned and reported a
pig's head had been stolen from
the back seat of his car while he
was shopping.
The shopper got his pig's head
back,
--.

New Mexico Lobo
Vol. 74
No. 47
Box 20, University P.O., UNM,
Albuquerque, N.M., 87106
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The New Mexico Lobo is
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University of New Mexico, and is
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PCP Asks Supreme Co11rt
To Rule on Amendment 3
Two members of the People's
Constitutional Party (PCP) have
appealed to the U.S. Supreme
Court to prevent the state
canvassing board from approving a
constitutional amendment (No. 3)
calling for four-year terms for
elected state officials.
Defl'ated U.S. Senate candidate
William Higgs of the PCP nnd
Wilfreda Sedillo, PCP candidate
for governor, filed the appeal
shortly after the New Mexico
Supreme Court turned down a
chall<mge to the constitutionality
of the amendment.
Higgs termed the four·year
terms unconstitutional and
discriminatory against minor
parties in the state.
The appeal is an application for
a st.ay order calling for the state
canvassing board to not approve
the four-year term amendment
until the PCP has time to prepare
an official appeal of the
constitu tionalily of the
am~ndment to the U.S. Supreme
Court.
The stay order appeal was sent
to the high court Saturday
morning and was addressed . to
Associate Justice Byron Whrte,
Higgs said.
Attorney General James

Maloney said the state would be
represented in Washington, D.C.,
Monday if White agrees to rule on
the stay order proposal.
A representative from the law
firm of Thompson, McGrail and
0 'Donnell in Washington, will
represent the state against the
PCP.
Maloney said he intended . to
designate members of the f1rm
special attorneys general for the
state of New Mexico. "I am going
to oppose it," he said.
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destroying houses is an alternative
to the death penalty to discourage
would-be terrorists. Since the
1967 war 400 houses have been
blown up, but ''we don't just level
a whole block or town as Arab
propaganda would have you
believe," Shashar said,
In answer to another question
he said Israelis have not settled
in the occupied territories, except
in Hebron. This is because there
was a Jewish community there
t .l 1929 and Hebron is the
un I
'
second
holiest
city to the Jews.
• 'Th
general policy of the
gover~ment is that we don't have
settlements on the West Bank," he
'd
sal · Palestinian Leaders
Shashar replied to the charge
that Israel refuses to recognize the
Palestinians as a separate state by
saying there is no Palestinian
leader they can negotiate with.
• 'Men like Yassir Arafat
(Palistinian guerilla leader) won't

recognize our nght to ex1st, he
s~id. "They say we have to
d 1sappear before they can
negotiate -:vith_ us."
He sa1d 1f the A,r~bs had
accepted the 1947 partlt10n plan
there would ?e n?, refugee
problem, addm~,
~orallr,
speaking, our consCJe?-~e 1s clea:.
Israel absorbed a 0:1lhon Jewish
refugees fro~ AfriCa and t~e
Middle East smce 1948_, he sa1~,
"but the Arab ~ountr~es aren t
interested in solvmg the1r refugee
problem f or P.o l't'
1 1caI. reasons. , .
Shashar, a Journalist and author
of three books, is a graduate of
Yeshiva ~nei. A~iva and the
Hebrew Umvers1ty m Jerusalem.
From 1955-57 he served witlnthe
Jewish Agency in Europe and has
been a government spokesman
since the 1967 war, His speech at
UNM was part of a two-day
engagement of lectures and rad!o
and television appearances m
Albuquerque.
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Israel is also trying to raise the
living standards of the Arabs in
the territories, he said. The
economy is primarily agricultural,
and Israeli experts have helped the
farmers boost crop production to
three times the pre·1967 war
level. Shashar said, "As a result,
the Arabs might not want to
become Israeli citizens, but they
might think of coexistence."
Bombings
An Arab student from the West
Bank city of Jaffa questioned
Shashar about the military policy
of blowing up houses of Arabs. He
answered "It's true we from time
to time 'blow up the houses of
individuals directly involved in
terrorist activities, but we would
have more innocen:t victims if we
did nothing." He said that
although convicted terroris~s
could receive the death penalty 1t
has not been used, and there are
some 2000 people in jail for these
activities. The policy of

NOTHING LIKE IT
IN ALBUQUERQUE!

Fac 1Staff & Students

lligh Speod XEROX COPIES-Be-No limit

Across from the School of Journalism

happy to have a military
administration," he said, but
exists as a matter of practical
necessity, because there has been
no peace treaty with the Arabs
and no decision by Israel to
annex. "Politically. we don't have
any illusions," he added, saying,
"The Arabs who live there aren't
very happy."
Visiting Relatives
"Life has to go on, and we are
living together in these areas, so
let's try to make the best of the
situation " is the government
attitude a~ Shashar described it.
One method is to impose as few
restrictions as possible. The Arabs
are subject to no travel
restrictions, no curfew, and
30,000 of them now work in
Israel for the same wages paid
Israeli citizens. Thousand of
people cross the border from
occupied West Bank to Jordan
every month, he said, and over
50 000 Arab tourists visited
rel~tives in the occupied areas last
summer. Shashar said these
tourists were the best evidence of
the fairness of the military
administration. "I don't believe
anybody out of his own free will
is going to spend his vacation in
the area if the situation is as bad
as the Arabs say," was his
comment.

JEWELERS

Adults 4.00, H.50, 3.00, 2.50, 2.00

kapy korner

2128 Central Ave., N.E.
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according to general standards, be
unacceptable."
This board decision also set up
a committee to investigate
whether there should be
restrictions on use of the Union
facilities and to make
recommendations back to the
board. In the interim between
revocation of the two policies and
board action on the committee
findings, physical violence,
destruction of property or theft
will be grounds for action against
persons in the Union The mattPr
camp before ihe Union Board
because of student concern owr
campus security police patrolling
the Union on regular beats. Two
persons, a non-student and a
student who came to his aid, were
arrested last week in the Union.
In other business, the board
voted to continue the practice of
coffee coupons whereby the first
cup of coffee costs 1Oc and the
second cup 5c with a coupon.
A report showed that the
Union was losing money on eoffee
sales and that some of the loss
could be stopped throuJ!h
discontinuation of the fJc
coupons. However, several
members of the gallery diffel'ed
with the figures shown in the
report for cost of coffee and the
amount of loss.
The board also established a
Union Board constitutional
revision committee to formulate
changes for the charter and
by-laws which Union Board
Chairman Gerald Gerkin termed
"too vague." He added he hoped
revisions would set up new Union
standing committees, including a
program committee to set up
types of programs students want.

Israel hopes to eventually settle
the Mid East conflict through an
agreement recognizing Israel's
existence while setting up a
separate state for the Palestinian
Arabs, said Michael Shashar, a
spokesman for the military
government in the occupied
territories,
"There is no desire on either
side to integrate," Shashar said in
a Friday night speech in the
Union, He explained this attitude
as a difference of two different
cultures, languages, religions and
histories.
Shashar said Israel accepted the
United Nations partition plan for
Palestine in 1947, but the Arabs
refused, resulting in the first war
in 1948. "The real losers in 1948
were the Palestinian Arabs," he
said. Those on the West. Bank of
the Jordan were annexed by
Jordan, and the Gaza Strip was
taken over by Egypt, although it
has never been formally annexed.
Recognition Sought
"The Arabs aren't ready to
recognize Israel as an independent
state in the Middle East," Shashar
said. "Until they are ready to
recognize our existence we are
going to stay right where we are."
"The military government in
the occupied territories is not
there so much because we are
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Lobo Reviews: Poem Is a Four-Letter Word

Horne stead (Prepared to Do U t'most'

U Librarian Aids Students
"Except for lending you money
or writing your papers," Mack
Homestead, UNM humanities
librarian said "we are prepared to
do our utmost to make students'
studies a pleasure rather than a
drag."
Homestead invented
hypothetical student Spiro
Lindsay McGpvern to illustrate
the library's roles in aiding
students to more easily perform
their research tasks.
Homestead said, "if McGovern
(or 'any student) came to the
humanities reference department
for help in his research,

m

professional librarians would start
by suggesting materials for his
paper by showing him some
reference sources."
Homestead said, "McGovern
might not know how to use items
such as bibliographies and
indexes, or he might be puzzled
by certain symbols used in
the reference aids. In this case the
reference librarian would be glad
to help him, no matter how
elementary the question."
The invitation to come to the
humanities section and use
librarians' expertise in student
research is part of an effort
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Popejoy
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Jose Molina
Baile Espanol
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Tkkets 5.50, 5.00, ·1·50, .f.OO,

:~.50

Students lrith :\ctidty Canis

~;2

initiated by Homestead, to help
students through what can be the
most tedious part of their college
education.
"Two professional reference
librarians are on duty to
courteously assist any member of
the university community in
subject matters relating to their
respective departments," said
Homestead. He urged McGovern
and other students to "not be shy
or hesitant to come to the various
departments for assistance." Last
year the reference departments
claimed to answer over 105,029
questions.
The humanities department is
also offering, on a trial basis, a
library tutorial and/or library bull
session. Homestead said,
"students can make appointments
to talk about any library
problem-no matter how simple
or complex."
Professional librarians will be
on duty from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.,
Mondays, Tuesdays, Wednesdays
and Fridays. Homestead said, "if
you care to bring a friend or a
larger group, please do so."
Librarians on duty to personally
help students and answer
questions are Linda Lewis, and
Homestead.
The humanities department in
Zimmerman library covers
literature, dramatic art, English
literature, history, journalism,
modern languages, philosophy and
speech.

(@uartrr,n
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905 Yale SE
A Great Place lo Eat
and Drink, what more
con we say?
2 P.M.-5 P.M. everyday
Harvey Wallbanger SSe
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BSU Rally

Raymond Hamilton, at
microphone, . Friday asked UNM
students to wear black armbands
at Saturday's football game as a
protest of the "racist" policies of
Brigham Young University. The
protest did not matedalize at the
contest, which the Lobos won
51-8.

~

.

I CAMPUS BRIEFS II
Young Demo era ts

NUC Speakers

For mer chairman of the
Grassroots Democratic party
organization, Jim Durham, will
speak on "New Dirl'ctions for thP
Democratic Party" at a meeting of
thl' Young Democrats tonight at. 8
in tlw Union, room 250-D. The
lecture is fre!' and opPn to the
public.

Two organizers of the New
University Conference, a group of
radical educators, will Sp!'ak on
"Social Mobility through
Education: Reality or Myth'?"
tonight at H in the Kiva. The t.wo,
Rick Robertson and Rinda Wt>~t,
arc national officers of the group.
West will also speak earlirr in
the aflt•rnoon, at ·1, lll the biology
building, room 100.
Both lectures are frpe and open
to the public.

English Art

at does ..
apart•nent I tVIng
liave that the
College Inn doesn't?
Housecleaning
Dishwashing
Scrubbing
Dusting·
Grocery shopping
Cooking

Ms. 'rrevl'nen Jamrs will lecture
tonight on contrasts in lllfh
century life and art. James is a
lecturer at the Victoria and Albert
Museum and an official state
guide to the United Kingdom.
The lecture will be at 8 p.m. in
the Fine Arts Center, room 218.

Activities Day
Information booths on campus
organizations will be set up in the
Union all day Wednesday.
Spokesmen from the
organizations will man the booths
to answer questions.
Booths will be open from 8
a.m. to 5 p.m.

MOUNTAIN
CHALET
•GERRY
•NORTH
FACE

We Now Have Some Vacancies.
If Apartment Living Has Got
You Down, Come By and Move In!

"POEM IS A FOUR-LETTER
WORD'' Leo Kanowitz
(Coronado Press, $6.95available at the Union bookstore).
"For the entire poem
controversy reflected
more than anything else,
the conflict of
generations, with only a
few variations that were
appropriate to America
in the late '60's." (p.62)
Leo Kanowitz has delivered to
us a remarkable narrative based on
his substantial memory and the
enormous official record of
UNM's Poem debacle of April,
1969.
Kanowitz has authority to
speak because he was "academic
counsel'' before the Special
Advisory Board which tried
Lionel Williams and Kenneth
Pollack. He retells the story with
care, passion and a partisan
concern that the principles and
personalities which he struggled to
defend not be forgotten as those
electrifying events fade into the
past.
For anyone on campus and
involved (and who wasn't?), the
book vividly brings to mind all the
traumas of the "Love Lust" days:
the bold headlines of legislative
indignation; the shock of theTA's
suspension after "due process"
had been agreed upon; the
haggard face of Vice President
Travelstead during the ad hoc
faculty meeting as he haltingly
defended the Administration
amidst a swirl of shouts; the
articulate, impassioned voice of
Gilbert Merkx which mobilized
the crowd at any mass event; the
cherub face of Gov. David Cargo,
expressionless as Gene Frumkin
read THE POEM on the Mall; the
drama which momentarily froze
emotions as the faculty voted its
consciencl.' on theTA's suspension
and thl'n on the UNM president;
thl' hundreds of letters which
camf.' lik£> arrows at the University
with poison tips of hate, shock,
frustration and genuine
disappointment; the flowinf(
petitions, presided over by
jahb!'ring partisans of both sides;
tlu~ speculation·filled days of
waiting as the Committee
interviewed witn!'sses privail'ly;
and finally, the eestacy as thl~
dl•fl.'ndants were vindicated and
disbelil'f at President Heady's
refusal to follow tlw CommittN•'s
recommendations to the letter.
The rl'count of thesP public
eVl•nts recreates the powerful
emotions which gripped us all, but
the book's major contribution is
an (>X tensi w account of the
Committee's testimony and
commt•nts by the English 102
students.

"Poem is a Four Letter Word"
has several other points to
recommend it to educators
around the country. It contains an
excellent statement from Joe
Frank, ex-chairman of the English
department, about new theories
of teaching, the most recent
techniques for student
involvement as protagonist, and
the academic revolution in
general. It also dramatizes the
plight of universities which force
the community to face the
grievous discrepancy between
principles and practice in society.
The reader is struck by the
number of times which Kariowitz
uses the term "hypocrite" and by
the fact that Williams and Pollack
are described as "17th Century
Calvinists" in their moral concern
to make life fit America's noble
prescriptions. Use of "Calvinists"
strains the comparison, but there
is some functional similarity in
that universities are insisting that
smug hypocrisy is an outrage.
Kanowitz is at his best in
describing the students of
Williams and Pollack. Their
maturity and critical judgment
contrast sharply with the
University's loudest critics. The
attitude that "they're just kids
who have to be protected because
they're so easily influenced"
gradually becomes ludicrous.
Also, Kanowitz includes an
extensive Law Review-esque
chapter on Obscenity and the Law
which, if somewhat extraneous to
the developments at UNM, does
provide a good overview of this
confused area. His finest thoughts,
however, arc nuggets throughout
the narrative which define the
erudite, liberal idea of academic
freedom.
Briefly (and I do injustice to
the richness of his elaboration),
acadl'mic freedom is justified in
that mt>n and women are basically
rational and when placed in the
proper i'nvironment of measured
discourst>, ordered discus.~ion and
sound procedures, most of them
will come to agree on what is 1·ight
and humane. It is implied that a
sophistiealpd search for truth will
ll'ad individuals to renounce tlwir
fundamt•nlal economic and social
intt•rests and rearrangl' the
institutions which promote these
inh•rests. If such does not occur
imml•diately becausP of the
University, just keep talking and
tighten up your logic. But
Kanowitz himself contradicts
these values when he rl'cognizes
the power of role over perception:
Vice President (George) Springer
is a " 'company man' on the
tribunal" ( p. 7 3); President
(Ferrel) Heady has a "preference
for the organi~aflo~l!l chart ov:er

direct dealings with the people his
actions were affecting" (p. 243).
"Poem" is an excellent
statement of academic freedom
and the traditional liberal's
insistence on the free market
place of ideas, both of which
enjoy a deserved esteem at UNM.
But between the lines is the
liberal's squeamishness about
ideas of the market place being
transformed into blunt social
action. When ideas mature in a
University, the Ivory Tower often
turns into a weapon against the
various establishments,
particularly against the positions
of those who dominate it. Ideas
are dangerous things if they are
meaningful.
Some cautions must be
outlined to readers of "Poem."
With all its conceptual strength,
the book is far from an objective
review of the events. Perhaps this
is justifiable in that Kanowitz was
so emotionally involved, but I
wonder if President Heady could
really have been as blindly inept,
as belligerently remote, or as
completely unjustified as these
pages indicate. Kanowitz tempers
this tone somewhat when he
allows that "Heady's record [on
academic freedom over the years]
was by no means entirely
negative" (p. 35), but other
descriptions are uniformaly
negative. After reading the
chapter about the president's
appearance before the hearing
committee in which he is
portrayed alternately as a criminal
and as a clown, it is surprising that
the committee did not suspend
Heady as president rather than the
TA's. Surely President Heady

scored at least one point. Sen.
Harold Runnels does not fare so
well either. Kanowitz compares
him to both Joseph McCarthy and
William Jennings Bryan during the
Scopes "Monkey" trial, but adds:
Obviously self-taught,
somewhat demagogic and
opportunistic, he was by
no means stupid or
uninformed. In Runnels,
the proponents of
academic freedom and
enlightened education
had a formidable foe. (p.
182)
In the wake of these bold
presentations, one wonders why
Kanowitz does not reveal the
identity of the assistant whom he
challenged with fists (p. 43) or
mention that the "young woman
from The Lobo" who dropped the
"bombshell" announcement that
Williams had been suspended (p.
44) was none other than our
current, notorious Lobo editor,
Sarah Laidlaw. Colorful characters
deserve names, and this provides a
more tangible account,
Finally, although I felt much as
Kanowitz did about
Ad ministration blunders during
the Poem crisis, since then I have
concluded that the faculty must
share much of the blame.
Although "angered by the
faculty's failure to vote for
Williams' and Pollack's

reinstatement" (p. 134),
Kanowitz includes none of the
deep criticism for faculty inaction
which he heaps on President
Heady, Academic freedom and
due process must be defended
foremost by the faculty if they
are to endure.
Regardless of my own
criticisms, "Poem" should be in
the hands of anyone who raced
during the tempest between
televisions, newspapers, heated
classes, disorderly meetings, and
harangues on the Mall. It is a fine
statement on academic freedom
and other values at the core of a
liberal education. It also provides
the realistic impression that we
must all actively shape UNM as an
institution because abdication
means abandonment. In addition,
"Poem" is a good documentation
of the continuing duel between
the subversive University and the
crusading Legislature, the former
remaining intact perhaps because
the people of New Mexico distrust
their elected representatives even
more.
Bill Pickens
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WAC Roundup ...

Lobos Blast Past Cougars 51-8,
Play for Championship Saturday
By PAUL FLECK
passing yardage, The Lobo
With a sloppy but effective secondary had a field day with six with a 47-yard punt return to the
display of power the Lobos have interceptions, and Jones was New Mexico 18. Two passes later
swept aside the last obstacle trapped in the endzone for a and the Cougars scored six. Jones
went for the two point conversion
before next week's game which, safety for the Lobos first score.
and
made it when Dave Coon
because of the fate of the
With the Lobos leading 2-0, caught a deflected pass in the
schedule, will determine the WAC Bob Gaines intercepted a pass at
endzone.
champion,
the Cougar 45 and returned it to
With the lead cut to eight
The Wolfpack's latest victims the 17 -yard line. On the next play
points,
the Lobos really went to
were the Brigham Young Cougars, Fred Henry burst over tackle and
work.
In
the following series the
51-8, and now the Lobos are in scored. Joe Hartshorne made it
Lobos
marched
77 yards in 11
position to match their 5-0 9-0 with the first of seven points
plays
and
Steve
Fuller,
playing for
conference record with the after.
Henry
who
as
sidelined
in the first
Arizona State Sun Devils'
Before that the Lobos had been half with a hip injury, cracked
identical mark. The championship held in check by BYU's
game will take place next option-keying defense and a over for the touchdown.
H ous,t on Ross' second
. Saturday evening in Tempe.
couple of costly fumbles. Near the interception of the day gave the
The Lobo offensive machine end of the first quarter the
started slowly and sloppily in the Cougars got their unorthodox Lobos great field position for the
early going, and they had some offense moving and passed their next touchdown. The interception
problems with the mistakes that way down to the Lobo 17-yard came at the BYU 15 yard iine and
plagued them earlier in the season. line before attempting a field goal. a penalty put it back at the 30.
Sam Scarber lost the football But Joe Liljenquist missed the But three runs by Scarber and the
three times by fumbles in the first opportunity and the Lobos took Lobos were ahead 30-8.
The defense held and the Lobos
half and the team lost five over on the 20. Seven plays later
fumbles during the course of the the Cougars got the ball back on once again had good field position
after the punt. Long then hit
game, a statistic which would another Scarber fumble.
Lester Belle on a long pass to put
bury them if they were playing a
The second quarter saw both the Lobos in scoring territory.
teani like the Sun Devils.
teams jockeying for field position
The Cougars played a surprise until late when the Lobos were Another pass to McBee put the
shotgun offense and stayed with it able to put some more points on Lobos in scoring territory.
the whole game even though they the board. Following an Another pass to McBee put the
had little success against the interception by Houston Ross at Lobos on the 10-yard line and Big
Lobos' inspired defense. Coach the UNM 32 which he returned to Sam first took it to the two and
Tom Hudspeth chose to test the .J!lidfielcl, Rocky Long went into scored his second TD of the
Lobo secondary rather than send his passing game and moved the afternoon on the next play.
Ahead 3 7-8, Coach Rudy
his depleted forces running into team for a score just before the
Feldman
put in his second
the up-front people of the half. Rocky connected on three
Wolfpack defense, and the Cougar straight passes to Tom McBee, backfield. Frank Gorman took
E.J. Bauer
game plan looked like a passing Steve Fuller, and Mike Carpenter over where Long had left off and
engineered
another
scoring
drive.
Lobo
Bob
Gaines
finds
his
run
witl1
an
interception
about
ended
drill.
to get down to the 10-yard line. Given great field position again
as
he
is
surrounded
by
Cougars,
including
Rick
Jones
(10)
who
Minus Yards Rushing
Nate McCall swept the end and when BYU went for a first down
threw the interception.
The effort brought the Cougars made it down to the two and, and failed at the BYU 39 yard line
264 yards passing. But in the after a penalty, scored from seven on a fourth - and · two situation,
process quarterback Rick Jones yards out on a beautiful running the Gorman-led second stringers
had trouble bucking the pass rush effort.
covered the ground in seven plays.
and ended up losing 70 yards by
Eight Point Lead
The score came on a 14-yard pass
himself. The Cougars ended up
Return specialist Chris
play from Gorman to Carpenter.
with an amazing minus 96 yards Faraspolous set up BYU's only
Paul Blanchard's first
rushing to subtract from their score early in the third quarter
interception of the season set up
llllliii!IIUIIII!llllllilllllllllilll\lllllillllllllllllllllllllllliJII!IIIIIIl!llllllliiUIU\11\IIII!Illlllllllllll~llllli:UIIII!IIll!lllillllllllillllilllllllllll'lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllillill\lll:tlll!lillllll\lll!lll!ll\lllll the final score and Ken Dennard
got his first touchdown of the
year.
Most Since 1960
The 51 points were the most
scored by New Mexico since 1960
Conference
All
when they scored 77 against the
W-L
Pet.
W-L
Pet
University of Mexico.
Arizona State
5·0
1.000
8-0
1.000
The extent of Henry's injury
New Mexico
5-0
1.000
7-2
.778 was not determined but if he
Utah
3·2
.600
5-4
.556 misses the ASU game it will be a
Texas-El Paso
4·3
.571
5-4
.556 serious handicap for the Lobos.
Colorado State
1-3
.250
4·6
.400 The sophomore speedster is now'
Arizona
1·3
.250
3-5
.375 the holder of the WAC
Brigham Young
1-5
.167
3·7
.300 sophomore - rushing record
Wyoming
1-5
.167
1-8
.111 although his output Saturday was
Jll!llil!ITIIEII!!II::IITIIEI!Ull\lilllllll:ll:li!li\HIIfJIIllllll!lllll!III!IIIIIIJIIIIII!Iffilllilll!ilnllnllllllliiiiTITliTiniiii:UiillllliiiTIIIIIIIIIIIlliiiiii'Uiill!lllllffilf:illlllliJIIiiiJI:DI!illl:ll!l:lliiilnilll cut off at 31.
---·--·----- ~"
Scarber turned in 102 yards to
make
up for his three fumbles and
~
in doing so captured the UNM
rushing record for a season. Pat
J<:.J. Bauer
Gallagher had a fine day in the
BYU's Rick Jones is upended by Herman Fredenberg (60) while
backfield, picking up 73 yards in
Jerry Buckner (51) looks on and Cougar J.C. Hyder tries to get out
12 carries.
of the way.
Now 7-2 overall, the Wolfpack
has the unenviable task trying to
beat the 8-0 Sun Devils. ASU
polished its attack for the Lobos
Saturday with a 37·1·1 win over
Utah.

ASU, NMAtop WAC; Utah Loses
Not too much shuffling took
place in the WAC standings this
weekend, with all favored teams
coming through as expected.
Two games were being closely
watched in WAC-land, the New
Mexico- Brigham Young game,
and the Arizona State - Utah tilt.
The Lobos won their game 51-8
in Albuquerque, while ASU tool~
their Tempe-match over the Utes
37-14. The two teams will meet i~
Tempe next week for the
conference championship.
In other WAC action, Texas-El
Paso beat Arizona, 33-17;
Colorado State downed Pacific
17-8; and Wyoming fell t~
Houston, 28-0.
Sam Scarber, playing his last
home game for the Lobos, did it
in style as he set the single season
rushing standard. The 235-pound
senior pounded the BYU defense
for 102 yards on 21 carries, giving
him an 894 yard total, surpassing
Lobo David Bookert's record by
2 2 yards. Scarber's teammate,
sophomore Fred Henry, broke
Lawrence McCutcheon's

-

week in a row, but the Miners
came up with another win 33-17
over Arizona. Arizona lost to
UNM a week earlier, 35-7, and
UTEP lost to the Lobos 35-16
two weeks ago, Miner backs James
Berry and Phil Hatch ran for 9 2
yards and 7 9 yards, respectively,
to account for more than half of
UTEP's 226 yards aground. Hatch
scored twice. Arizona was at one
time within four points at 10-10
in· the first half but the score at
halftime was 20-10. The Miners
got their momentum on the
second play of the second half
when Bill Craigo fired a 27 -yard
pass to Billy Taylor after Arizona
fumbled on the opening kickoff.
After battling to a 0-0 tie in the
first quarter, Houston's fullback
Robert Newhouse brought new
life to the Houston U. team with a
41-yard touchdown run and a
25-yard run to set up another
touchdown, as Houston took a
28-0 victory. The Cowboys racked
up a decent 237 yards total
offenst>, 123 on the ground, but
couldn't put anything on the

UTEP X-CountryChamps;
Lobos Finish Seventh
The outcome of the WAC
Cross-Country Championship
came as no surprise.
Heavily-favored UTEP Jived up
to its reputation as NCAA
champions by running way with
the WAC Championship for the
second year in a row.
The championship held at El
Paso Country Club Saturday
afternoon saw 49 runners from
eight WAC schools competing in
the six-mile event.
UTEP placed four runners in
the top 10 to give the Miners a
winning score of 28 points, 20 Jess
than second place BYU. UTEP's
Terry Pearce had the winning time

l

Conference Standings

,-

sophomore - rushing record
having gained 31 yards on si~
carries before sustaining a hip
injury, to give him an even 800
yards aground, just three yards
over McCutcheon's standard.
Arizona State settled down
after being on the bottom end of
the score, 7-0 in the first stanza
and ended up putting six diffel·ent
players in the scoring books and
running the score up to 37-14.
Ute Gene Belczyk ran 59 yards to
account for the first TD of the
game, but after Sun Devil Tom
Eckstrand 's 23-yard field goal, it
was all ASU.
The Devils used a six-yard run
by Bob Thomas and a 73-yard
punt return by sophomore Steve
Holden to take a 17-7 lead to the
dressing rooms at half. Senior
quarterback Joe Spagnola passed
for a pair of touchdowns, while
gaining 242 yards in the air, and
the team rushed for 284 yards
giving them a well-balanced
attack.
UTEP's dauntless passing game
wasn't utilized for the second

of 2 9 minutes, 10.5 seconds,
followed by teammate John
Bednarski who had 29:13.0
UNM finished a disappointing
Sl'Venth with 176 points. The
Lobos Dave Roberts was the only
bright spot in a dismal afternoon
as he finished in ninth place with
a time of 30:33.
Scoring:
Terry Pearce, UTEP
John Bednarski, UTEP
Scott Bringhurst, BYU
David Ringley, BYU
Red llill, UTEP
Richard Reid, BYU

$CASH$
WEEKLY EARNINGS
Blood Plasma Donors Needed 1
liLOOJ> PLASMA DONOR CENTER
1307 Central N.E.
Tucs.-Sat. 8·5

Sam Francis, BYU
Romt'ro, UTEP

Dave Roberts, UNM
Wayne Jensen, Wyoming

ClnMitled Advertising
UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106

Natural Color
8 X 10

2 5X7

..

'
,,~·

6

3X5

12 wallets

518 CENTRAL S.W. AlSO
6616 CENTRAL S.E.
255-0892
(ACROSS FROM FAIRGROUNDS)

DANCE to the music of the fabulous
"Plain Jattc.. 8-12 pm. Ji"ridny. Nov. 20,
SUD Ballroom. ll/20
COI,L~:GE INN BARIIERSHOP has new
me>n 's btrC'tch wigs on sale. Hours are
'l'·Th 0:30-li:30; WI<'S at 8:30-G:OO.

$62.55

243·0003, 11 17
I•OETRY 'VANT'-:;E:::D-:--7fo-r ~~o-p-er-n-tiv~e-an-
tholog;•, Inrludc atamppd O'IJ\'clopc, Idlewild Press, 1807 East Olympic, Los Angeles, California 90021, 12/2
NOTICE: Af,L CLASSIFIED ADS muot b~
In by 3 p.m. to run the following dny,

UNM
Photo Service

LOST: GREim WAI.I.E:T=:-.-::P.,-lc-a-se-•e"'t-ur-n
idcutifieation. Heward. 20~ Zin, 277-2tl85.

277-.5743

11tl7

FOUND: ONE GREY attnchc """"· Tden:
tily rot1tenhi. 299-504:} alter G. 11/17

~?

E.J. Bauer

Nate McCall dives into the corner of the endzonc for his
second-quarter touchdown while Lobos Brad Bramer ( 62) and Mike
Carpenter (~2) watch the results of their blocks.
·
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New Mexico
McBee
Fuller
Carpenter
Belle
Dennard

2
1
2
1
1

23

14
31
29
3

Net

I

I'

l

r

'

' I

anytime.

ADVER,.fK§KNG

ROOII!S: WO~H;N-working or student.
$15.00 'Yft:"ltly, two weeks ntlvance .. Living
room and lcitchen privileges. GIS Tfjrr:lli
NW. D~wntown. ll/17

56
31
23
20
8

3 Services
7. Mis~ellaneous

COMPLETE SKI OUTFIT (Womens),
1ae<! size 7 :r,Z: lJoot.s, telcaeopie poles. wooden Skitiquc 186 skils, Cube bindings. Used
1ess thaTt one .t;Pnson •. $75.(10 or best offer.
~2!~5~1}/19
MOTOR CYCLE'--:::cA=R-:::H:::H:::m::---::fi-18-o-n"'b:-u-m-per of cnr or truck. Stur-dy enough to carry
350 cc •ize or smaller bikes, 344-4784.
NEVER USED ADLER typewriter. Purc-hased cma year ago. Excellent condition.
t'ortablc with carrying case. $50.00 or
best offer. ~I Bel:oY'" 265:2276. 11/18
1957 STATION WAGON-VS 283-IBD!Automatic transm1ssion-C1ood Engine
and Trnnsmi•sio'rl. $300,00. Call 2774231) before 4 or 290-0H54 after 6 pm.
11/17

4. For Rent

INKLE LOOMS for hclt weaving. ($8).
Call Charley 282-3292. 11/17

FrllST

n1o~tlv

INSERT THE FOLLOWING ADVERTISEMENT---- TIMES STARTING _ _ __

3

r .·
'
l'Q

··~

~-

Want Ads say it
in a Big Way!!

.,_

...·--.,

~"-

-'- ·~~.

0
S!iim--,;;~;-VW cnm-pe~r-.-:Sc:-98::--4:-9069

tJ.ft(>r 5. 11/17

:--;:--:--·-.,.--=

HAM RADIO SE'l', r:ood sbnPe, exlraH, $85
"-~~-offer. _Evonings: 344-1517. 11/15
FIVJ.~ NEW 1971 component sY.;t.erns complete with Garrard changc!l."• AM/F:M
multiplex st<!reo radio. Inputs for extra
t~Peakers. tape deck. ST,Uitnr or head s~ro.
To be sold for $99.95 each or monthly
JJn;,mentR. United Freigl1t SnJro, 3920 San
Mateo, NE. Mon.-Fri. 9·9: Snt, until 6.
10/29

usrm TV's a~-:-$15~441 Wyom-

ing NF.. 255·5987. 12/11
R m:w ZIG. ZAG-g;,v;-Jn_r<_MC::·:-n-:ch-:in-.-.-w-i=-th
full fnctory n-unrantce. Nationally ndvcr~
tired brand to be sold for $36 each.

TD
0

Monthly :rmytncnls n.vailnbl(lo. 'l'hese rna·
'~hint."'l'! may he immcrtcd in wm·oE'hOU3e nt
UNITED FREIGHT RALES, 3920 San
Mateo NFi. 9-9 Mon.-Fri. Snt. until 6.

1
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
1
0
0

FORSALE

a)

RATES: 7¢ per word, $1.40 minimum (that's 20 words)
5¢ per word if same od runs five or more consecutive times
$2.50 minimum (that's lOwords 5 times)

2. lost & Found
6. Employment

11/1~

FORRENT

4)

University P.O. Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M. 87106

CLASSIFICATIONS:
1. Personals
5. For Sale

61

83
17

CLA§§IFKEJD

TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement

102
73

212
0
52

'I'YPING-~fnnt, P:<Jlt:>rit'n\.'ed lwn·irc-~cJ~c
trir"---r(lasonnble. 11!1 V:wt-nr SJt;. 2fifJ-490G

'i

-70
5
3
0
-34

SERVICES

3)

~

!;;.

Rushing
Brigharn Young
Att. Gains Loss
Jones
12
26
95
Griffin
1
5
0
Gunderson 2
5
2
Glatch
1
0
0
Coon
2
0
34
New Mexico
Scatber
21
102 0
Gallagher
12
73
0
Long
11
66
5
McCall
10
56
0
Henry
6
32
1
Dennard
4
23
0
Fuller
5
21
1
Gorman
4
8
0
Korpitz
2
4
1
Passing
Brigharn Young
Jones
39
22
5
Griffin
2
0
0
Gunderson 11
5
1
New Mexico
Long
10
5
0
Gorman
5
2
1
Receiving
Brlgharn Young
No,
Yds,
Heaps
5
82
Richards
11
11.9
Coon
2
13
Poppinga
4
25
Glatch
2
0
Fleming
2
13
Bowrnan
1
12

LOST&FOUND

2)

1820 Las lomas Rd.

The Appr<eia•ed Gift

PERSONALS

WANT TO READ three timc.s faster 1 Raise
~:rados~-cut study time. Evelyn Wood
Headinr: Dynamics, 11/13
NEW YEARS IN MEXICO CITY AND
ACAPULCO. uspcct'al Studc"ta Rates."
!.eave De<cmber 27. Cnli 344-0145 •• ,
243-4866 ••• 344-0031. 12/11
TWO I•'REE Kl'l'TENS. 904 Am'-o-::::SE::-•,--:2:-:4""29169 after 6:30 pm. 11/18
HAVE AN INTERESTING CRAFT? Need
some bread? Contn.ct Rich Miller, Cntic
Angell at Original Works, lOG Mc.sa BE.
11/18
SALLY SOROIUTY: Please come borne.
Scrva Fidem. ll/18
'l'HE LOBO lS DOING n story on
'"·omen's lib. If you arc n member or
nny group, I 'vould lil:c to tall< to you.
Please call Dcnnne at 277-4202 after 6.
11/17

EROS
ADULT THEATRE

:133 W~mning Blvd. ~E
265-5901
Free l•:stimatrs

RATES: 7c per word, 20 word mlnimwn ($1.40) Per time run. If ad Ia to
run five or more coll.Gecutivc dnys with
no changes the rate IB reduced to 5c
ver word .n.nd the minimum nwnbcr of
words to 10.
TERMS: Pn;vment must be made in
full prior to insertion of advertisement.
WHERE: Journalism Building, Room
205, afternoons Preferably or mail.

Try Our GRINDERS - Fine
ltJftuA SoAd\·Jtches
llfD Harvard S.E.
243-6369

In

Minimum Age 21 Yean Old
Proof of AgE> Required

9oreign Car Specialisls

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING

-

Portrait Specie I

TWO LOCATIONS:

518 Central S.W.
Ph. 243-0033
Movie Continuous-Lobby Book
Store Now Open, Adult Books,
Magazines, 8mm film
Open 7 am to Midnite
Quarter Arcade
Admisoion .$4.00 (Movie)

Garmezy were also tied with
Burge and Blake for first. The
news-desk team had the only
perfect record for the weekend,
5-0, while Ruvolo, Garmezy and
sports editor Paul Fleck all turned
in 4-1 weeks. As the season draws
to a close, Burge and Blake hold
the lead with a 39-10 record,
while Ruvolo and Garmezy are
38·11. Fleck is 32-17. Four games
will be predicted for next week.

1)

29:10.5
29:13
29:21
30:00
30:05
30:18
30:23
30:30
30:33
30:34

Pt'h~r

scoreboard. Cowboy Bob Jacobs,
one of the best kickers in the
NCAA last season, missed three
field goal attempts of 26, 44, and
49 yards. The loss placed the
Cowboys 1-8 on the season.
Colorado State University
jumped to a 17-2 halftime lead
and hung on to take a 17-8 win
over Pacific U nivet·sity.
The Rams scored the first two
times they got the ball, one on a
13-yard run by Lawrence
McCutcheon and a 31 yard pass to
Tim Labus by qua1·terback Wayne
Smith.
Pacific's only tally came late in
the game when they intercepted a
Green option pass on the CSU 35
yard line and scored five plays
later. Ram kicker Dan Torzala was
2-2 in points after touchdowns
and had a 31 yard field goal to his
credit,
Don Burge and Michael Blake
took over the previously tied
first-place slot in the Lobo
predictions board. Last week
Roger J. Ruvolo and Andy

ENCLOSED$._ _ __

..._·
E ••J. Bauer

Larry Heaps looks ruther apprehensive about the situation as
Houston Ross upends him after Henps caught a pass.

NEW MEXICO LOBO,
'

MO'Il.dny, November 16, 1970

6)

PLACED BY---~-------

----

EMPLOYMENT

WANT SJIOR'l'HAND/'l'YPIST fat·-;;;-;.:
slonal hours. 266-7945 nfter 7 :30, Mrs. B.
11/19
FULL TIME general office. Chcmlcnl
knowledge, Acme Personnel. 1303 San
Pedro NE. 256·3546. 11/18
PAltT-TIME SALES. Long hair ok, Cnll
Stan 268-3966. 11/17
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Editorial:

Exercise

In
Repression
The Legislative Universities Study
Committee has finally released its
report on the University, and, not
surprisingly, it is an exercise in
repression. Not surprising because
the past performance of the
committee members indicates they
are more interested in cramming
their own theories of dictatorial
educational practices down the
throat of the University than they
are in truth.
While portions of the report, such
as a faculty senate, look good, the
overall thrust of the document, if
ever adopted, would be to destroy
any semblance of a democratic
educational institution.
The committee reported that "a
majority" of the UNM Regents have
abdicated their authority and the
board as a whole has "unwisely
delegated authority and

responsibility to the faculty and the will think it to be a very bright idea.
students." The report then calls for
The recommendation that the
the Regents to reassert control by faculty governing body should be
withdrawing all authority given to reorganized into a senate which
the faculty and students and could only advise the president will
re-in vesting it in the president. most likely be met as a gesture of
However, as the committee well legislative meddling and repression
knows, to run a university efficiently by conservatives and liberals alike.
and for the full benefit of all Institution of a faculty senate was
members of the university apparently based on the committee's
community, let alone the state which long-standing fear that "radical
pays for its operation, some elements" within the faculty are
authority is necessa-rily delegated to taking over the government of the
lower officials.
faculty and the University.
What the committee conveniently
Apparently the committee
ignored, however, is that the Regents members thought that a faculty
have repeatedly asserted their senate would be a cure-all for
delegation of authority does not radicals but just to be sure they
include any delegation of decreed such a body would only be
responsibility. Time after time the advisory and then that it only be
Regents have stated that any action, composed of senior faculty
taken by anyone, at any level of the members. Assumedly, the committee
University's governing structure, is felt there are no "senior radicals" on
subject to their review.
the faculty.
To completely omit students and
Turning from that point, the
faculty members from the committee praised the Young
decision-making processes of the Americans for Freedom (Y AF) and
University would be to institute the Students for Responsible Action
nothing short of a dictatorship- ( SRA) as "offering promise of
remarkably akin to telling the U.S. positive action toward improvement
Congress its only purpose is to advise in the student government program."
the President.
These groups, the report states,
The Committee's recommendation "recognize the relationship of
that more power be given to the control of student money to either a
University president was positive or negative approach to
undoubtedly based on the idea that student activities." Deriying all logic,
it would be extremely satisfying to however, the committee had earlier
the University's conservative all but suggested the abolition of
elements. However, from the that student government which they
complaints registered against the suggest Y AF and SRA should
current administration from both
coritrol.
conservatives and liberals it is
The study committee further
doubtful any group on the campus recommended that students under

suspension from another. university,
for whatever reason-academic or
disciplinary-should be denied
admittance. Immediate expulsion,
the committee suggested, should
follow probation for a :~tudent who
had been suspended from another
institution.
It is common sense for an
institution to guard itself from
disruption, but to do so from the
basis of its admitting procedures is to
deny the very reason for university's
existence - educational service to
anyone who requests it.
Expelling a student for "cause"
after he was admitted on a
probationary status from another
university sounds remarkably like
the same procedures used in
Nazi-like countries where the phrase
"due process" is unheard of. This
lack of due process, as recommended
by the committee, besides being
illegal if one can believe several court
decisions, would also impose an arbitrary code of strict rules designed
and carried out by one man, the
president, acting in the role of
academic dictator.
There is, however, one bright light
in all of this: The committee has yet
to suggest any legislation to
implement its proposals, and if and
when such legislation is proposed, we
have faith that the remaining
members of the legislature will vote
to continue UNM as an educatronal
institution and not as a detention
camp.
Sarah Laidlaw and Don Burge
for The Lobo
Editorial Board and staff.
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NEW

MEXICO
Faculty Considers Representative Senate
Proposal Intended to Streamline Organization, Committee Work

~~eo ~~u;?r w;~

t~day ~n

a
consider
representative facult)~~n::e o a
Pr
db tl C
'tt
All Uo~ose 't Y0 le omm't ·ee on
· mversr Y overnance o cope
with the overlapping committee
system a~d. fill North .Central
Accred1trng Assoctation
recommendations for tightening
the University's organization the
senate proposal will entail ~ajor
f a c u I t y c o n stitu tion

m~~ic:f~oc~~d

facult

t
Y sena e

composed of some 75·100
members was suggested to replace
the
syste;m of. open
fac~It~ meetmgs, With votmg by
maJonty of those present.
The senate would be able to act

curren~

~usiness.

all _faculty.
other than
r cert~m dsp:cif~~ bfusmelss to be
0
· e;elrv,;
e acu ty as a
w Tohe.
.
e questwn of how powers
will be divided between the senate
and the general faculty is one of
themajorpointsofdebateonthe
system
"Th~ question is which matters
shall be reserved t~ which body"
said Edwin Hoyt chairman of the

gommittee on' All-University
overnance.
The proposal drafted by the
governance group recommends
"at
two general faculty
~eetJn~s a ye~r. to co~sider
certam specified bus1ness
reserved to the faculty" as well as

~east"

anY matter of "University
conc.ern." The proposal also
provides for general faculty
meetings to be called upon the
request of a faculty group
Powers t b
·
.
two groupso in~l~~~te~le~~i~~o ;~
recall
d'
.
. procee ~~gs,. Issues of
~~rric~l~m modtfl~atwn tenure,

res~~i~n:eo/fic~l't~tJ~~~i:'nea~td
"Th

d t'

. .

toward University policies and governance.
In the administrative structure, the
absence of listed duties of chairmen of
academic departments was noted. There
are duties common to all department
chairmen which should be listed and
published. The academic dean should list
additional duties for the individual
chairman pertinent to his own department
which should be operated at all times in
the best interests of the University.
Apparently, certain department chairmen
are not operating their departments in the
best interests of the University and are
selecting some provisional staff membet·s
who create difficulty later.
The University has a large graduate
program with doctoral degrees offered in
many fields. However, the dean of the
graduate .school is not fully involwd with
college deans in thP selection of graduate
faculty members, dh;charges of faculty,
promotions, advancement from provisional
to tenure status and curricula at the
graduate level.
Faculty organization is unwieldy,
impractical, and lends itself to the
domination of faculty meetings by a
minority of the faculty members. Some of
the most VClciferous minority mt•mhers art>
fairly new to the campus, have little or no
background in New Mexk·o, are fresh out
of graduate school and have developed
undue influence on the total program. A
faculty of 580 members cannot effectively
conduct business when meeting as a whole.
This has led to proliferation of faculty
committees.
One of the hopeful signs is the
emc>rgence of two studt>nt groups offt>ring
promise of positive action toward
improvement in the student government
program. 'I'hey are the Younl( Amerieans
for Freedom (YAI<') and Students for
Responsible Action (SRA). The leaders of
both groups a.ssured the committee that
the momentum achieved late this spring
would carry over the fall semester and that
the groups would be active next. year. One
goal of each organization is to enlist the
energies of the students in th!' "silent
majority." These student$ recognize the
relationship of control of student mClney
to either a positive or negatiVf' approach to
student activities. The campus ncwspapf'r.
The Lobo, continues to print qupstionable
material. The members on the Student
Publications Board apparently bl'lil've the
editor and the staff should exercise no
rpsponsiblc restraint whatl'oevcr over the
content of The Lobo.
On the discouraging side, it appears that
certain professors who have spolcen out
against some of the recent events at the
University are being unfairly criticized by
the dean of their college and the academic
vice president to an extent. No information
has come to the committee showing that
the same academic officers have criticized
those faculty members who have aided and
abetted those who disrupt legitimate
University activities. There is an outspoken

establ ishmcnt within the faculty
demanding rights and privileges without
equal acceptance of responsibilities and
loyalties.
A questionable move has been to allow
the so-called "Free University" to use
campus facilities for the conduct of its
program. The officials of the University
have no control over this program; no
tuition reverts to University accounts, and
any one may participatE>. An analysis of
testimony indicates to the committe!' that
the quasi-official recognition of the Free
University by UNM may well lead to full
official recognition in ihe future.
Investigation revPalcd inequities in
salaries, salary increases and promotions
which were not based, in the committ<><.>'s
opinion, on educational background,
ability, experience, or publication and
research attainments.
Sl•veral witnl!Sses testifi<>d that at least
one student, involved in disruptive
mcidents, was admitted to the University
while under suspc>nsion for disciplinary
reasons frClm another umversity.
The committee found that thtUniversity administration failed to act to
recover any of the losst•s incurred when
University property was dcstroyPd,
damaged or impropPrly ust>d, nor were
approprial!! disciplinary actions tak(•n m
many cases against thost• pt•rbuns
responsible for tht! damage, Joss 01•
improper use.
Recommendations:
1. Delegation of Authority
'fhe Board of Regents nhould withdraw
the authority it has c!Pk•l(atNl to Lhl'
faculty and to U!(' students. Authority, and
consequent responsibility, should b(•
delegated to !.he president of the
University, acting for thl' Board of Reg1•nts
as ehinf exc>cutive officer.
Un!l<!r a live-staff plan, the president
should deh!gate to chillf administrators
responsibility fot' the conduct of
established programs for each of thl"
various areas under their control. Ir1 the
same manner, furlhl•r delegation of
authority should be extended to academic
deans, chairmen of departments and othPr
adminiStrators in field positions. Earh
should b£! responsiblt~ to his immediatl•
superior and, therefore, to the president
and ultimatPly to th!' Board of RPgents, -·
D ecisiotts or policies detcrmin<>d in
faculty meetings should bc> submitted to
the president for approval or disapproval.
I~ disapproved, the president should J(ivc
h1s reasons to the faculty governmental
body. When necPSsat·y, the president
should take important recommPndations to
the Hegcnts for consideration.
The same plan should pertain to the
operation of student government.
2. Faculty Government
'l'he structure for faculty government
should be changed from the faculty'R
acting as a whole to the faculty acting
through representatives.
A small faculty senate should be

established, Nominees should be from the
various departments. The number of
representatives from a given department
should be in proportion that thE' number of
that department bears to the total number
of faculty members. Nominees should be
..._ voted on by the entire faculty. Nominees
should have senior ranking.
The presiding officer at faculty meetings
should not be the president who should
remain detached in order to weigh
n•cbmmendations with impartiality. It is
advised thai the acad(•mic vice pr!'sident
preside at faculty Senate meetings.
3. Administrative Strenb>th
The Board of Regents, the presidPnt, th!'
a cad ernie vice president and tlw vice
president for student affairs must realiz<>
that tlw University cannot opPrale for long
in isolation from the mores and wishes of
til!' citizt•ns. 'I'Iw commitiN• bl•lii'V<'S thl•
peoplt• of New Mexico d<>sire a firmly and
fairly administl•rNI institution with sirong
and capabl!' administrators ml't-ting
po:,:,ibl!" disruptive situaiion~o with prompt,
dt•cisivc action in keep in~ with Uw b<>st
intt•J'l'5ts of the University and thl' .<,{att•.
J•:ach issut• should be dealt with on its own
merits·
4. !>e~artm~ntal Reviews
Pt•rwdJC f!'Vl!'Ws shoul~ lw madt• at no
lon:;<;i· . than . flv1• year mtl•rval~ of Uw
ad!!lllllstratwn c~f Pach dt•partnwnt
chamnan. The n•vww board should be
ehairr•d by lhl• acadPmic viet• pn•sident. If
llw d1•partnwnt offers only undt•rgraduatt•
cour~t·s, tlw eollt>gt• dean should bt• a
nwmhpr of tht• revit·w board. Howl'VPl', th!'
r!Pan of tlw gradu,Jf.l• ~dtool should also bt>
a tnt•mbPr if the dPpartment offers
g;·:Hiuat<• couJ'.Sl's. 'I'hl' deparim<>nt
l'hairman should a!h•nd tlw ht•arin!r, at
whid1 time an evaluation ~hould hP madl•
of lht> d!!})artmt•nt ':; ~ir<>ngtlts, WPakrwssl's,
probll'm art•as and the fiPrvicP of tlw
faculty m1•mbers.
5. Selection of J?aculty
TIH• dt•partment l'hairnwn should initiatt•
(!ff'orts to attrad quality faculty wlwn
vacancies PXist. Howev1•r, all acadPmic
officC'rs, tlw college deans, th1• graduate
dean and th1• academic vice pr<>si<il•nt,
should Pvaluatp !he pi'Osp<•etivP staff
mc'?bers proposed by ihl' deparlrnt•nt.
!;hatrman. Any of thn academic officl'l's
sl~nuld haw the at1thori!'y to rPject t.lw
rN~otnrnt•Hdat.ion of a dPpartm1•nl chai1·man
if, in his opinion, thp individual pmpost·d
~hould not be added to th!' staff.
(Numbl'rS G and 7 WPrc cut)
S. Admissions
No student should bt\ permitted to l'nter
tl!E• University whil<' under susppnsio11 from
any oiht•r l'olle1,1• or univ<•rsity wlwUwr for
academic or disciplinary reasons during
tlw entire period of suspensio;l. If a
student has ever bel'tr susp<>nd!•d from
a_nt~tl~er collef~l\ or uniHrsity for
dtscrphnary reasons, and the pe1·iod of
mmpension has terminated, the president
must detPrmine whether or not the studl'llt
cnn. .bc admitted to UNM on a probationary
basrs subject to instunt expulsion for cause.

members would be prohibited or
at least discouraged, from ait:ing
their views One pht·ase often used
in praise of debate in open faculty
t'
· " f· 1 · "
mee mg IS re res1mg.
. ~n thde o~·l{·~r l~an~ t~e faculty's'
mcrease a 11y o ac promptly
to meet its obligations," avoid
"dupli~ation in committee work,"
~ntt time ds~~n\ o~ "p~odcc~ur~!
. a ers an
e .ac 1cs o e ate

"

representative system
Students on th~ overnance
committee were strol
f
of the senate idea.
would enable the faculty to act
more directly in relation to
student problems and grievances
said Hoyt.
'

~~elf~~~:~~~r~/~~ ~~t,~h= !~ds~~v;u~odea;o~~e';f:~~~~n~~~ ~e~t~~~es;s~:~nfa~a~~ ~~e~

very
reactiOn of the faculty" said
Hoyt.Theproposalcallsfo'ranad
hoc committee of the faculty to
draw-up the specific rules for the
new system by February, 1971.
One specific item mentioned
however is
ortionate

·
IT k'
,
mmorpoJIC mg.
The root issue however is not
how the senate should be elected
but whether the faculty should
elect a senate at all.
Opponents of the senate
suggest that many faculty

1·

¥h~;~eft"~~

Faculty Sentiment

University Study Legislative Cmnmittee Report
(Note: The following is most of the text
of the Legislative Universities Study
Committee report.)
SANTA FE (UPI)-Tax supported higher
education is a statewide function. The
Board of Regents constantly guards against
interference by local community pressures
and small inner group pressures with the
primary obligation of the institution.
Pursuant to constitutional and statutory
authority the regents of the various state
institutions should control and manage the
respective institutions.
The University Study Committee, after
analysis of all testimony given before and
communications received by the
committee, reports its findings concerning
UNM:
A majority of the members of the Board
of Regents have abdicated their
responsibility. The board has unwisely
delegated authority and responsibility to
the faculty and to the students, rather than
to the president of the University, who
alone should act as the board's executive
agent.
The administration of the Universitv is
inadequate. Testimony indicated "the
president's position, from a standpoint of
organization and administrative ability and
personal strength, is weak. As expressed by
the vice president for student affairs, the
philosophy concerning student life is so
permissive that the committee feels it will
lead to activities detrimental to the
University's academic and student life
programs.
On Aug. 8, 1969, the Commission on
Colleges and Universities of the North
Central Association of Colll•g'es and
Secondary Schools reported, "The
administrative organization for the
University is characterized by a lack of
clarity in functions and the abs(mce of
adequate procedures for management
control; a situation resulting from the
highly personalized administration of the
previous president and complicated by
rapid growth and increase in complexity of
the institution ... The authority and
functions of several vice presidents are nClt
entirely clear."
The chief of the campus secul'ity police
prest>ntly reports to the vice president for
~tudent affairs or the vice p~esident for
finance. His authority is unclear. It appears
that under normal procedurns hn must
obtain the approval of the vice president
for student affairs before taking action
during a disruptive incident or a potential
disorder. Furthermorl', testimony has
indicated that rather than tak1) immediate
action during a disruption, campus police
have done nothing. Apparently, an attitude
prevails that taking decisive action would
pl'ovoke more serious events.
Academic deans have too little
authority. Some are reluctant to use the
authority they do possess. As an example,
the College of Arts and Sciences employs
several professors who expressed what the
committee felt to be an extremely
permissive, if not to say radical, attitude

·

representation on the Seriate from
each colleg~ as well as additional
representatives from "any interest
group" deemed necessary.
. .
ObJections to an elected senate
were voiced in a memo circulated
by Gary Hufbauer of the
economic department last week.
He calls for consideration of a
random selection from a po<?l of
every faculty member who wishes
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Student Questions

UNM President Ferrel Heady and students discuss the implications
of the report on UNM released by the Legislative Universities Study
Committee this weekend. In an informal question and answer session
in the Union yesterday afternoon, Heady predicted the report would
have a much weaker impact than expected by its writers. Students
also questioned Heady on library facilities. (See story on page 2)

Formation of a faculty senate is
favored by exactly 40 percent of
60 faculty members informally
surveyed by The Lobo. Another
43 percent said they had no firm
opinion, but many of these
indicated they would favor a
senate if it offered effective
representation for all faculty
members. Most of the undecided
said they hadn't studied the
proposal sufficiently to reach a
decision.
The 60 faculty members
surveyed, about 10 percent of the
whole faculty, were picked from
the faculty directory to include
last names beginning with all
letters of the alphabet and to
represent as many departments as
possible.
Victor Regener, chairman of
the physics and astronomy
department, typified the
uncertainty of several faculty
members in his comment, "It
depends on how it would be
constituted and the rules it would
work under. I personally dislike
the idea one would have less
chance to speak in front of the

entire faculty, but it would
probably conduct business mcfJ!
efficiently,"
William Baker, professor of
mechanical engineering, said, "I
think it's worth looking into but
it needs expanding so there a:·en't
so many unanswc>rcd questions."
Leroy McLaren, microbiology
department chairman, favored a
senate based on his experience at
the University of Minnesota
where, he said, "It worked
reasonably well."
Charles Woodhouse, acting
sociology chairman, was one of
only five professors contacted
who was definitely opposed to a
senate. "It would tend to restrict
participation too much in the
making of decisions," he said, and
added that the present system
"provides an opportunity fo&
leadership to arise in the faculty."
Economics professor Paul
Therkildsen said he would oppose
an elected senate, "but if it's done
by random selection-picking
names out of a goldfish bowl-I
would favor it."

Group Opposes University Educational Financing Methods

NUC Members Advocate Civil Disobedience

By BARBARA MORGAN
Massive civil disobedience used
to change America's educational
institutions and the U.S. Vietnam
war policy was advocated by New
University Conference (NUC)
members Rinda WPst and Rich
Robertson who spokE' to UNM
students last night.
The NUC, formed in 1965 by a
conference of graduates formerly
in Students for Democratic
Society ( SDS) at1d activists
participating in anti-Vietnam war
movements was started, "By
e.x·studc>nts who wanted their own
organization with legitimacy and
autonomy. It consists of about 70
chapters with a membership of
graduate students, university
faculty and employees," said
West.
West is a Ph.D. in English and
assistant professor at the
University of Chicago and
assistant national secretary of
NUC. Robertson is a Ph.D. of

History from the University of
California, and is regional
organizer for NUC. They are
visiting UNM to discuss the NUC's
programs with university students.
Tracking procedures,
educational financing and class
discrimination are practices
opposed by the NUC. Robertson
said, "education reinforces the
class structure in our society
through a tracking procedure. For
example intelligence tc>sts deal
with the white middle class
experience and end up measuring
the kind of cultural background a
child has instead of his
intelligence. West added, "women
also have to deal with sexual
tracking, or occupationally
routing of students. Girls are
generally better academically in
primary school than boys. Upon
entering seventh grade about 10
to 20 points of IQ is lost. The girls
I earn not to excel their school
work and al'e tracked into other

Justice Department Visit
~
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An assistant attomcy general, William H. Rehnquist, will be on
campus today as part of the Justice Department's effort to
increase communication between itself and college students.
Eric Nelson; ASUNM president, said he expects two other
Justice Department officials also will be here.
Discussions between tl1e officials and students will be held
from 1 to 5 p.m. in the International Center, 1808 Las Lomas
NE.
Rehnquist was once a clerk for Supreme Court Justice Robert
Jackson. He was the Arizona 'representative to the Uniform State
Laws Commission and had a private law practice in Phoenix
before becoming an assistant attorney general in the Justice
Department's Office of Legal Council in January, 1969.
ASUNM and GSA are co•sponsors of the visit.
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areas."
West and Robertson also
attacked the current methods of
financing public institutions of
higher learning. West said,
"education exists to train students
to work for arge corporations.
Universities should not be chiefly
financed by personal income taxl:'s
on working people. Education
should be payed for out of
corporate super profits if it's
going to continue as a vocational
proving ground for young
technicians mid executives."
Robertson said, "As it is,
educational financing is
retrogressive. '!'he present tax base
allows for reallocations of money
from the poorest to the richest.
S in c e many stu d en t s are
vocationally trained, at no expense
to corporations, their education
should be paid for by future
employers. Robertson didn't
encourage the corporate financing
idea of funding our universities
but said, "The idea is not to
fi nancc schools through
corporations and work fot· them
later, but rather to open the
universities to all students and
their needs. Financing is a burden
which should be proportionately
shared by big corporations and
taxpayers."
West said, "our open schools
project will be an attempt at
ttansforming the system from
producing trained personnel for
big collipanies to employ, to
fitting education to students'
personal needs." West mentioned
flunk out policies and course load
requirements as problems the

present system imposes on
students in attempts to "assembly
line produce" degree holders. She
said, "many state institutions
admit everyone who basically
qualify, then flunk out those who
don't fit in. Also course load
requirements penalize working
students.
Both NUC activists criticized
the socialization methods of
primary, high school and
university educators. Robertson
said, ''since education is more
than giving skills-it's an entire
socialization process-it's
naturally antithetical to real
learning and creativity. For
example, educators are going to
an incredible extent to explain the

failures of their system by calling
hyperactive children "diseased"
and giving them depressant drugs.
Also ghetto and inner·city schools
look like fortresses or prisons
while schools in more afflueni;
areas are more open and
conducive to creativity. That's
because underprivileged children
are being taught to be subservient
and more affluent children are
taught to control other people."
He said, "This tracking and
routing of students at all levels
teaches children that it is a
personal failure to not fit in with
the system instead of the systems
failure to fit the needs of the
student."
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NUC Spokesmen

F~il

Rinda West (right) and Rich
Robertson (center), NUC
members, discuss NUC policies
and objectives with Lobo reporter
Barbara Morgan (left).

